
Name:_________________________________________   

PebbleGo Research:  

Introduction 
 

~As a small ______, Ruby Bridges 
helped _______ segregation in 
__________.  
~Ruby was ________ in ________.  
~She was ________-_____________.  
~When Ruby was 4, where did 
she move to? ___________________ 
________________________________ 

Early Life 
 

~By 1960 _______________ had 
been against the ____ for __ years.  
~But it still happened in _______ 
__________ __________.  
~That year the ___________ were 
forced to _____________.  
~________ was picked to go to  
______ _________ at an otherwise 
white school.  
 

Education 
 

~Ruby was the only ________ in 
her ________ that year.  
~Many white __________ took 
their ________ out of _________.  
~What did Ruby do in 1971? 
________________________________  
~By then, all ______ ____________ 
schools were _____________. 

Later Years 
 

~Ruby _________ as a ________ 
________ for a few years.  
~Who did she marry in 1984? 
________________________________  
~What did Ruby spend her life 
doing? _________________________  
~She raised ______ ______.  
~She also ______________ at her 
childhood ____________ ________.  
 

If you could talk to Ruby, what would you say? 

________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________ 

Tell about a time when you were very brave. 

________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________ 
 



Contributions 
~What did Ruby write a book about in 1999? ______________________  
~She also started the _________ ___________ _______________.  
~Ruby and her _______________ continue to help _________________.  
~She wants all _____________ to feel ____________ and to get a good 
_____________. 

Vocabulary 
Fill in the blank with the correct word from the word bank.  

integrate     travel agent     foundation     segregation      
volunteer     graduate      

 

________________- to finish all required classes at a school 
________________- a person who organizes travel for customers 
________________- separating people because of their skin color 
________________- to offer to do something without pay 
________________- an organization that gives money to good causes 
________________- to include people of all races 

 

Timeline 
 1954 __________ 

 
 1958 ________ moves to  _______ ____________ 

 
 1959 Goes to ________________ at an all-black __________ 
 ______ Goes to _______ ________ at a white school 

 
 

 1971 ____________ from an integrated ______ __________  
 

 1984 Marries ____________ ______ 
 

 ____ Writes a ______; starts the ________ __________ 
                Foundation 
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